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zStudio – The 1st step towards developing cross platform zApps  
By Tim Dellas. Ascora GmbH 

Some questions for you 
• You have a programmer, an idea, and you know where the APIs are documented, so what is the first step when 

you want to develop an application for ZDMP? 

• The first step (research how to start development) and the last step (fix all the issues with your code) are 

always the most time-consuming quarters of a programming project – how about removing one of those steps? 

• Boilerplate code is usually created by generators like the zStudio, can you imagine why? 

• Do you think it is a good idea to recommend a perfect setup for a programming task? 

• Do you think that programmers like to use their custom integrated development editor (IDE)? 

• Can you imagine how much longer code development will take, if the developer cannot use his preferred IDE?  

Motivation 
Ascora, an SME ICT Company, sells many software products for the consumer market. Currently, around 40 products 

are actively sold, and at least 40 more products have been either redeveloped or discontinued. When software products 

are created from scratch in such magnitude, many optimizations can be imagined saving time in the process. 

For example, the installer gets re-used, the registration and the updating features get re-used, and over time many of 

components are extracted into APIs to reuse over and over. 

At Ascora, each programming project has to be setup from the ground. The first step is to generate a standard project 

in the integrated development environment (IDE). Then, all the default frameworks and libraries used within the 

company are included in this project before  putting the code into the source code management system (SCM; Ascora 

uses Git1) and then integrating a project in the continuous build system, then generating an installer, configuring the 

build process and creating the initial web APIs the product will communicate with, when the final software product is 

delivered to the market. This is all not so time consuming as this workflow is more or less a standard process since many 

times, and the necessary knowledge and processes are in place for this at Ascora. Therefore, this entire process might 

only take 3-5 working days. 

But what if this knowledge and these processes are not available in a company? To find out all these steps, read 

documentation, try out things and fail here and there makes this time investment much longer than only 3-5 days. If 

these steps were only automatable … and this is the base idea of the ZDMP Studio. 

Requirements and initial assumptions 

First, let us make clear that the zStudio is not supposed to be a full-blown IDE. In the predecessor project to ZDMP, vf-

OS, a full-blown IDE was attempted to be created, but in reality, the budget to do this is too large for a single task in a 

research project. Therefore, in vf-OS an existing IDE (WebEclipse) was used and adapted to the needs of the vf-OS 

developers. 

In ZDMP, it was quickly determined that cross-platform applications were the goal, and that the developers would not 

want to use an open-source IDE such as Eclipse to implement these. Also, it was quickly ascertained that developers 

are very particular about the tools they use to create working products, as the tools any craftsperson uses has a very 

big impact on the quality of the solution as well as on the time investment. Developers want to use their own IDE 

setup wherever possible, and ZDMP wants to improve the developer’s workflow instead of hindering it. 

The goal of the zStudio is to automate as much of the initial setup and integration work as possible, and also integrate 

some utility functions, which would otherwise take weeks to develop for every single developer. 

Language and Frameworks 

Looking at cross-platform frameworks the following wishes for the people were considered: 

 
1 https://git-scm.com/ 



• Optimally using web technologies, as specific languages are hard to learn 

• Using a cross-platform framework that at least creates apps for iOS, Android, and web systems (desktop apps 

would be an additional nice-to-have) 

After some prototyping, it was decided to use JavaScript as the base language and to only use things being built on or 

compatible with basic JavaScript. As such, the following JavaScript frameworks were also used: TypeScript for extending 

JavaScript with object-oriented typing, Angular as a frontend and middleware framework, Electron for wrapping the 

application into desktop applications for Windows, Mac, and Linux, and Ionic for wrapping the applications into mobile 

apps for Android and iOS. 

Building a zApp skeleton with zStudio 

An initial design for applications is easily setup. A set of pages can be generated, and some template pages can also be 

added (like a registration / login screen, and an “about” page with some links and information). The initial titles and 

links can be set, and an embedded internationalization framework enables translation of text into different languages. 

Some more necessary tools were developed, like a bug reporter – library that catches exceptions and errors and 

allows the user to forward those to the developer. 

On top of the basic layouting, the default pages, and some internationalization and colour-scheming, zStudio also 

provides a list of the ZDMP components that can be easily added to the zApp. The developer can easily drag and drop 

a new component into his application to integrate some of the ZDMP components (eg Monitoring and Alerting, 

Message Bus...) 

Exporting the project to your favourite IDE 

After creating a base application with some layouting done, a manifest file is created with the help of an editor form. 

The application manifest is necessary for the ZDMP ecosystem to understand the app and how to put it in the 

marketplace or how to let it run on the ZDMP infrastructure. Then the whole project structure can be exported, and 

the core app functionality can be developed in an external editor of the developer’s choice. Our developers prefer 

working on Visual Studio Code. zStudio generates the project skeleton and all the necessary configuration files to 

continue working on the zApp on Visual Studio Code. 

Platform user management integrated in zApps  

One of the basic features already integrated by using zStudio is the ZDMP message bus. The message bus lets users 

access exactly the data they will need, without having to hassle with URL schemes and certificates. Text-defined topics 

can be subscribed or published to, to make communication with other applications and components easy. This bus 

system also manages access and permissions automatically, incorporating the registration / login screen and the user 

management in the middleware of the zApp. 

What will ZDMP achieve 

ZDMP will design/provide the zStudio, a factory application which makes zApps creation process as easy as possible. 
Many standard features, layout options, libraries, developer tools and ZDMP integrated communication facilities are 
provided for all apps created with the zStudio, which will save the individual developers weeks of development time 
and provide a functional basis to build on. 

ZDMP Links 
• Architecture Component(s) Application Builder 

• Work Package WP6 – ZDMP Platform Building 

• Tasks T6.1 – Application Builder and SDK 

 


